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 Volvo Bus Corporation 

Press Information 

Volvo order for 180 buses for New York City 
 
 
Volvo Buses has received an order for 180 buses for public transport in New 
York City via its subsidiaries Prevost and Nova Bus. The customer wants to test 
how the buses cope with the demands of the New York City traffic.  

 
The customer is MTA New York City Transit, which is responsible for the subway and 
bus traffic in New York City. The company has 4,500 buses, making it the largest fleet 
in North America. Volvo Buses has received two major orders in recent times through 
its two subsidiaries in North America.  

For Prevost, it involves an order for 90 X3-45 express coaches, which will be used for 
traffic for commuters. The X3-45 coach features have been developed for the New 
York City transit operation with a focus on passenger safety, accessibility, low 
operation costs and ease of maintenance.  

New York City Transit awarded the order to Prevost to be able to test the X3-45 
model, with respect to durability, reliability and lifetime value. The first coach will be 
delivered in July this year and the remaining 89 will be delivered between October 
2011 and January 2012. 

Last year, Nova Bus delivered 90 articulated buses to New York City Transit. The 
company has now received an order for 90 Nova LFS 12-meter buses. Nova will 
deliver the buses in three different configurations to allow the customer to test various 
technical solutions.  

The Nova buses will be built in the company’s plant in Plattsburgh in the New York 
state and deliveries are scheduled for the first half of 2011.  
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Visit http://www.thenewsmarket.com/volvogroup to access broadcast-standard video from Volvo Group. You can 
preview and request video, and choose to receive as a MPEG2 file or by Beta SP tape. Registration and video is free 
to the media. 
 

Volvo Bus Corporation is one of the the world’s largest manufacturer of large buses and coaches. The range 
comprises complete vehicles, chassis, bus bodies, transport system solutions for metropolitan traffic, leasing, 
financing and service contract maintenance. Volvo Bus Corporation is part of the Volvo Group, one of the world’s 
leading manufacturers of trucks, buses and construction equipment, drive systems for marine and industrial 
applications, aerospace components and services. The Group also provides complete solutions for financing and 
service. 
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For further information, please contact Per-Martin Johansson, press officer, +46 
31 322 52 00, per-martin.johansson@volvo.com 

 

  

Download pictures here 

  

http://icp.llr.se/CumulusE_Z/VBC_ImageGallery/Login2.jsp?assets=Prevost_X3-45_Commuter_Coach._2011.tif;Nova_LFS_2009.tif

